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Craters

Darling, let’s drive around and watch the stars shy behind the clouds.

As it gets dimmer out, let’s let things simmer down, now.

And like the ocean breeze, you’re taking over me.

I hear the crashing waves, but I know that everything’s okay.

Stars will fade and strike the ground. I know there are craters to be found,

But whenever you’re around, I know that I’ll be safe and sound.

And now I understand, like high tides kiss the sand,

I know our love is true, and I will dive right into you.

‘Cause your lips imprinted on mine, like footsteps on the shoreline,

But what good’s the shore to me or you, if there’s a sea between us two?

And at times, these waters get rough, but we’ve learned to sail right through.

So if I plunge in heart first, I hope you jump in too.

So when my skin is wrinkled, from a lifetime of swimming through your soul,

You’ll still shine as bright as the stars did on the night that you first hit.

And though the sky and the sea are not always perfect,

I promise, in the end, this all will have been worth it.

-Michael Nilo
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Hey Imaginate readers, we the staff have a contest for those of you who are
musically inclined! The poem to the left was initially meant to be a song, but the 

author never got around to giving it any melody or beat. We challenge you to show 
us your creativity and musical talent; record your version of this song on your com-
puter, with a camera, or with a microphone and send us the results! All participants’ 
songs will be posted on our web page where anyone can vote for the best song. The 

winner of this competition will receive a $25 cash prize as well as an Imaginate 
t-shirt in the size of their choosing. Get creative guys! We’re excited to see what you 

can come up with!

-the intrepid troubadours
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On High

They met in a coffee shop, and began to know each other due to their mutual dislike of anything 
blacker than cocoa. He began telling her that she let him touch the stars, and she took to informing him that he 
let her know the winds. Soon they didn’t have to say it out loud any more, and eventually gravity gave up on 
them altogether. 
  People told them they looked taller, and they wore platform shoes to hide the spaces between their feet 
and the ground. They spent time by not leaving footprints in supermarkets and by spidering up walls in tall 
rooms. They would go up and not come back. 
  They spent hours laughing on the ceiling, pretending they knew how to get back down. They tittered 
about flying from the top of their roof to the bottom of an apartment building. They had nowhere to go but up. 
      They would get headaches, and to counteract this they learned to balance on their heads, their feet dan-
gling above them to the floor. Then they would get lightheaded and, when their sandals fell beyond the reach 
of their intertwining fingers, they would play footsies until they fainted. They would wake up lying down on 
the ceiling, holding hands, and would talk Reaganomics in hushed exquisite voices until the subject ceased 
to hold any appeal. Then she would say she hated history, and he would half-heartedly agree until she began 
poking fun at the Egyptian gods, at which point someone would throw them each a beer and ask from across 
the universe when they planned to get their heads out of the clouds. 
      They dreamed inside of each other, in black and white, in full bloom. They slept with their clothing 
on because they weren›t sure it would come back to them if they didn›t. She told him one day that she missed 
makeup. 
      For her birthday he had someone toss him a pickaxe, although it got stuck in a wall, and though he 
never got to show her what he›d meant to do with it, it made her laugh, and she told him about the time she›d 
found her mother having fun with a bowling pin. He made her promise never to get a sex change. She wasn›t 
sure if she was ready for such a commitment, and crossed her fingers. 
  He began to miss warm baths and cold showers. She told him to try to reach the pickaxe again, so that 
he could make holes in the pipes and the running water could make him happy, but when he tried to climb 
down the wall to it, he began to fall, first up, with a sigh, then down, with a screeching terror, and then back 
up with a shrieking joy. Gravity decided it didn›t understand him at all and left them both alone for good, but 
she thought it had been brave of him, and kissed him, which made it a worthwhile endeavor. 
      He told her he wanted it to rain, and she said it would, if they went to meet it, and he said maybe they 
could try to reach the window. They kissed the ceiling with their feet, and grasped each other with their lips, 
and scraped the sill with their hands, until it became not the ceiling that impeded their progress, but the very 
air. They passed the pickaxe. They blinked in the red sunlight. 
      They whispered to each other, thoughtful, joyful, and coffee lured them on into glowing suburbia, gold 
and red, as the sun faded into the nothing it had always been. A raindrop slipped between their noses. They let 
go of the house. 
      This was the beginning, he told her, and she smiled and said Reaganomics again, and they became 
each other›s silhouettes, rising to the wind, the stars, the rain, and then their joy became too much not to share, 
and the very world became a part of it, and 
                    

 
                                                  gravity 

 
                                                            turned 

 
                                                            on. 

-Rachelle Adlerman6



Siren’s Song

 
The song I sang was low and mournful, such that only 
those who sought freedom upon the waves would 
understand my woe. One man gazed blankly out to 
sea from his rocky perch, raising his head at the sound 
of my hushed lullaby. He draped an arm across bent 
knees, his free hand dangling inches over calm water. 
I swam over and smiled, his eyes widening. Eter-
nity passed before I entwined my hands with his and 
pulled. With a flick of my silver tail, we dove to his 
watery grave. After he lay still, I swam to rejoin my 
sisters. 

Noise

The meaningless chatter, the chronic buzzing of people 
whose lives I could care less about, echoed endlessly 
inside my head, white Noise against the great Sympho-
ny of life. There was no rationalization for the impa-
tient beeping of the car horns, no point to their gleeful 
peals of laughter, no reason for the blaring Noise from 
Nobody’s radio. The Rhythm wasn’t there, the Melody 
missing, and no one cared. My city was dying, the cre-
ativity gone. The Music had faded to Static, everyone 
boring stripes of grey and black. People claimed their 
ears were wide open, the liars; I was deaf.
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Elsewhere

If I pressed my ear up 
against the cold walls of this temple,
I could hear a murmuring of voices,

all the whispered prayers of 
ordinary believers

trapped inside here.

It is a one-sided conversation.
An unrequited love.

My parents tell me that the deities are supposed to
watch over us, 

grant us our prayers,
and drive away evil.

These are 
omnipotent, many-armed deities.

Everything is in their will.

They say I should pray to Laxmi for wealth,
to Saraswati for a good education,

to Ganesha for an obstacle-free life.
Each deity with its own duty.

The list is endless.

But these are just
lifeless, man-made statues.

No.
They are idols.

They must be worshipped.
Pray to them.

And then comes the food.
A palmful of dried golden raisins. 

Holy water. Milk.
Apples. Bananas. Coconut.

But it’s just fruit.

No.
It’s God’s fruit.

Blessings.
Take it.

Touch it to your eyes.
The right eye.
Then the left.
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I have circled here enough times 
to understand the physicality of it:
heel and toe against cool tiles,
palms loose against each other.
I have faked faith enough times
to know how to shape my lips,
even if the words 
that fall
   from 
          my 
                          tongue
are cold and bare of any prayer.

My defiance has made me weary.
The phrases that shape it have been
thrown against my parents so many times,
a weak wind against 
the fortress.

But still,
I want my voice to sound loud and clear.
I want it to become something
tangible, 
sharp-edged, 
dangerous,
a weapon to rattle loose my parents’ prejudices.
If I could I would have shoved by disbelief,
tooth and nail,
between my parents’ closed hands
so that they could understand that

I do not want to be here.

I want to be some place
where I don’t have to pretend
that a palmful of golden raisins
is something more than a 
palmful of golden raisins,
where I don’t have to utter
empty prayers to statues that are
nothing more than statues,

where I am not forced to
put my faith into something
I don’t have any faith in,
where I am not scolded 
for not believing,
for not understanding,
for not wanting to understand.

I don’t want to understand.
I want to be

elsewhere.

-Nina Guttapalle



The West Room

Mae West’s face stared at me from the wall, her unblinking eyes each both larger than my head. All 
around the room were attributes to the famous sex-bomb: a replica of the couch that was supposed to resemble 
her lips, countless photos of her, feathery and sparkly headdresses similar to ones she wore, and of course, 
each wall baring a large, blown-up, black and white headshot. However, despite these adornments, the large-
ness of the room and relatively numbered pieces of furniture made the space appear rather minimalist. This 
was the case with every room.

 Vivian then walked in, wearing a short white tunic dress that too displayed an enlarged grey photo of 
Ms. West. The number of these dresses seemed limitless, for she had a dress for almost every actor and actress 
of Hollywood’s yesteryears. She would do the same for her house, no doubt, but no building could have so 
many rooms, short of a hotel, and so she would have to make do with her John Wayne room, Mae room (obvi-
ously), Brando room, Marilyn room, and a few others. Today was a Mae day. 

 “Would you like some tea or coffee?” asked Vivian as she sat down on her white couch (one of the 
two in the room, besides the lips one). Besides the few pieces of colored memorabilia around, the entire house 
seemed to be in black and white. Even Vivian, with her skin pale from hardly ever going out except at night 
and dark hair (which was cut in a bob with perfectly done finger waves), seemed to match this theme. I shook 
my head at her offer for refreshments. 

 I asked her if she had heard anything about the Briony case. Ever since everything but the author’s 
journals and writings had been burned, reputations have been melting faster than candles in her house. And 
the accusations as to what led her decision to leave nothing but words behind had been coming down just as 
fast. 

“That little ‘girl who cried wolf’ archetype of a story? Why, it’s been the only thing on the news these days.”

Where did you hear about it?  The papers or TV? At these questions, my voice betrayed a slip of my 
urgency, though I tried to keep the rest of myself composed as usual. Vivian was the first person in my string 
of interviews today, but I knew I could potentially get the most out of her. When her second-cousin’s hippy 
ex- wife had been found poisoned, no one knew what could have possibly been in the health-freak’s system. 
An hour of gossiping with Vivian led to the husband’s stamp collection; special editions that came with cya-
nide laced glue, sent from a disgruntled secretary. It was almost too easy to figure out over tea. 

Vivian’s words were like cigarette smoke: they would come out smooth and curl around you, and then 
the stench would settle into all your pores and fabric. They could also send you to your death, like that secre-
tary. Strange that her actual presence was more like the smoke. 

My favorite combination: addictive, deadly and quick to dissipate. Too bad I quit smoking. 

However, she had noticed and one eyebrow arched at my involuntary inflection. She continued on. 
“You know my only television is with Curtis. But yes, the few times I watched anything at all, that is all that 
comes up when passing the news channels. The papers, however, seem to have less objective views on the 
subject.”

 I nodded. This case, which depended largely on written accounts, was far too lengthy for newscast-
ers and had thrived on with newspapers that were constantly battling to be the first to publish the released 
archives. These days, it seemed like everyone treated the papers as pulp-fiction zines rather than sources for 
information. Though maybe that was already the situation long before this trial. 

 I wouldn’t be surprised if that had been the point of Briony’s final grand spectacle: to get people to 
care about words again. This had been my mission for 10 years as well, though I’ve been doing it with a tape 
recorder and pen. It seems the job gets done quicker with a match and bottle of nail-polish. 

 I asked if she had heard anything on a personal level, since I knew she had a friend or two that must 
have been in Briony James’ literary circle. 



“Oh you know, the usual,” she said. “The typical ‘poor dears’ and ‘how could I have not known’ that are al-
ways so common in these situations.”

 But nothing else?

 Vivian was quiet for a stretch, looking about the room, her slender and pointed figure and movements 
making her every bit the opposite of the voluptuous figure that the room was dedicated to, in every aspect. In 
this moment of silence, I wondered, like I usually did, how she could live like this, constantly surrounded by 
the faces of the beautiful and dead, the colorless of it all only adding to the ghostly affect. It was like being 
stuck in a dusty film reel, the same transparent images passing by multiple times, a quick run all together be-
ing the only movement any of these lost stars had left. It made me wonder if this was how they pictured their 
legacies, lovely, graying, and ever so still. Then again, I suppose better to be beautiful and dead than ugly and 
alive. 

“I may have heard a thing or two,” Vivian said quietly, averting her eyes in a coy way that should have been 
unusual for someone her age. “But now is not the best time to discuss it.”

 I asked her when would be a good time. 

“Any time. But just not now” she said, appearing rather flustered all of a sudden. 

 She seemed skittish, more so than usual, with her hands fluttering and constantly smoothing the dress 
on her lap, but I decided not to push anymore. Besides, Vivian was a woman of her word; if she said that we 
would talk soon, then we would talk soon. 

 I said I would see myself out, so I tipped my hat to her and to Ms. West on the wall. She only looked 
at me, unblinking, already blending in to the black and white that was her aura and blurring even in my own 
immediate memory. However, Mae just smirked above us. 

 As I walked down the long drive-way, I thought about how I always considered myself lucky that I 
was not obsessed with something to that degree, eclipsing almost everything else in my life, like Vivian was. 
But now I thought about Briony’s first and final foray into arson, her books and papers safe in their off-site 
writing house. Surely that’s all-encompassing, worse than the house of forgotten footage. 

 I wondered what it said about it me, had I chosen to put my stories on a typewriter instead of police 
reports, if I knew I would have done the same exact thing. 

 

-Elena Georgopoloulos
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Silence 

The world I’d like to remake in your eyes 
and flurry it with blue and golden wings 

With glowing dust, these green and growing sighs 
will rope themselves into eternal spring. 

The ghosts of winters past in silence dance 
until their feet have holes burnt in the sides 

Their lives, soft echoes, fade into their chants 
but all is silent; even sound has died. 

Your eyes are pools of skylight in the dark, 
the stars inside I’d goldenly align 

Their roar I’d like to silence with your spark 
for in your eyes, all’s fossilized in time. 

These living mirrors, universes call 
You need not speak; your eyes will tell me all. 

-Rachelle Adlerman
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How the Mountains Were Raised

 You all want to hear another story of Sekeriah tonight? Truly there has never been a man more deserving of his tales be-
ing told and told again, but still there are many others of the First Generations you should hear about. Perhaps Henrekta? It was 
he who decided the contours of our great lake in the way back when, you know, and it is a most fascinating history- No? It must be 
Sekeriah again? Very well then, hear now the story of how the mountains that now shade and trap rain for us were raised:

 These were the glory days of the First Age when the great heroes of old could do anything and often did. This village of 
ours had been founded not a century before by Sekeriah and some of his friends and had rapidly grown as people flocked from afar 
to his wise and protective rule. It was a time of growing watchfulness as the old friendships faded and gave way to rivalry and hos-
tility and competition for resources and followers. Thus when Sekeriah did see that his adopted sons and daughters needed more rain 
to prosper it was no great matter for him to pile hill on hill and stone on stone till a new range of mountains arced across the north 
to trap the clouds. The true struggle would come in the moon that followed as he prevented others from tearing down what he had 
raised.

 It was a brilliant summer day just like today- though the days were brighter and the nights darker and the lake bluer in 
those days- 80 of my grandmother’s grandmother’s grandmothers ago  when Hreijibor the giantess raged down from those hills like 
an avalanche. Taller than the great sycamore by the square, old  as the roots of the earth, and louder in her bellowing fury than a 
great storm she stomped on a hut and punted a cow over the horizon. 

 Sekeriah was cooling his feet in the great lake while he bent a damaged plow back into shape; when he heard her thunder-
ous footsteps he rose to greet her with a bow- this being a greeting of his own recent invention. “Ah my honored cousin! To what do 
I owe this pleasure?”

 She had been drawing her enormous hand back to pummel him and was disconcerted that he didn’t defend himself. The 
giantess paused hesitantly while Sekeriah straightened back up and regarded her fondly, a mighty fist inches from his face.

 Hreijibor snorted like an enraged bull and drew up to her full height, towering over him as she stepped in close. His head 
didn’t even come up to the waist of her belted robe. Sekeriah seemed puzzled at her ire, he cocked his head quizzically even as he 
craned it back to look at her. “Ah!” he snapped his fingers with the realization, “This is about the mountains isn’t it?”

 “YES, FOOL! I’M HERE BECAUSE OF YOUR DAMN MOUNTAINS!” a cloud of sand rose from around his feet 
with each of her words as she shouted down at him. 

 “My new mountains? What about them?” A few of his villagers, our ancestors, were peeking out from behind their houses 
at the commotion. Where he was lounging in the world’s first hammock, the great Ashkantir had his hand on the hilt of his sword, 
silently he gestured inquiringly at the armory. Should he fetch the Fire Emblem? Or maybe just dispatch this interloper himself? 
Sekeriah met his follower’s eyes a moment and stealthily shook his head.

 Hreijibor had been caught completely off guard. She’d expected to meet him in a battle that would have shaken the world 
on its pillars or maybe for the coward to deny his guilt; either way it was a simple problem to be resolved with her favorite simple 
solution. But for him not to understand what he’d done to anger her complicated things in ways she didn’t yet understand, “JUST 
LOOK AT THEM,” she waved to the cloud-touching, still-settling heaps of stone.

 “Oh yes, I see. They are indeed a fine and beautiful range. I call them the Tarakas. Well I do love being complimented for 
my craftsmanship and I’m really flattered you walked over just to say you like my new mounta-“

 “NO! SO STUPID!” She prodded him in the chest, the force nearly throwing him off his feet. “YOU BUILT WHILE I 
SLEPT OFF A FEAST LAST NIGHT SO I COULDN’T STOP YOU!” she gave this a moment to let it sink in, “SO I’M HERE 
TO STOP YOU NOW!”

 Sekeriah patted her on her burly arm, “Oh I’m sorry, cousin, but you see I’m already finished. So I’m afraid you can’t stop 
me this time. Tell you what, next time I’m going to build some mountains I’ll warn you beforehand and you can stop me halfway 
thro-“

 “SHUT UP!” She advanced on him now, though she’d nearly been standing on him already. Sekeriah matched her gait, 
walking smoothly backward along the shore. “ALL THE TIME YOU ANNOY ME, LITTLE MAN! NO MORE. WE DUEL; I 
WIN; YOU DIE.  I’LL SCATTER YOUR MOUNTAINS AND YOUR PEOPLE TO THE HOWLING WINDS!”

 Sekeriah rocked back and forth on his feet thoughtfully as the echoes of her shouting faded. Then his face slowly bright-
ened into a wicked grin, “I thought you’d never ask. Well I accept the challenge of a duel, but as the challenged party I get to choose 
the terms.”



 This caused Hreijibor a twinge of worry in the back of her mind and should have caused much more. Sekeriah had a 
towering reputation as a warrior without fear, just as she did. Why did he not simply agree to fight her now? But he was continuing, 
“So something not necessarily lethal,”

 Ah, well that explained it then, “COWARD!”

 He just shrugged, “I’ve been called one before. Now as I was saying, I’m feeling a bit thirsty after looking out over the 
lake so let us make this a drinking contest. First to fail to drink something the other can down or to die trying is the loser. You may 
go first if you wish, though I care not. If I lose, you can remove the mountains and turn the weather of your lands back to the way it 
was.  If I win, the mountains stay and so do I. You can do with your people as you will. And of course they’re welcome to join me.”

 Hreijibor had paid little attention to the details. If she won she got her way and she’d reduce this constantly smiling, un-
ceasingly talking little coward to a smear in the dirt and that was what mattered. Besides, she was an enormous and hearty woman 
and it took her a hogshead of mead to even get tipsy; this little man not even 8 feet tall would be unconscious before he started in 
on the second barrel no matter his reputation. “I AGREE! WE START NOW! HAVE YOUR MEN FETCH YOUR WINE!”

 He had known of course that she would agree without a thought but had expected the giantess to at least pay attention, 
“Wine? Oh no, I think you misheard. I haven’t nearly enough of that here for you, let alone for me. Not to mention it would be a 
terrible waste for us to swill it by the barrel without even tasting it. No, we’ll be drinking water. Let’s start with the lake.”

 Surely Sekeriah must be jesting. But even the sardonic glint in his eye from before had vanished. He seemed almost a dif-
ferent person now the terms of the duel had been set. Was he mad then? Or was there more to him than she guessed?

 When she didn’t move, the renowned hero shrugged, “I’ll start then,” he strode to the water and made as if to down it all 
in a single gulp. Not jesting then. As he drank away she wondered for a moment if she was just imagining she saw the water all 
around the vast shore lowering. Suddenly he stopped and straightened again, “No. Not the lake. Too small. Too easy. For us both. 
Waste of time,” he punctuated each phrase by spitting back several gallons of water it seemed, “Besides, we dug this out together 
with the others back when we were all so close. It wouldn’t be fitting to use it for a duel now.”

 Well if that was supposed to be an appeal to her memory of their friendship in the old days it wasn’t going to work; those 
had been many centuries ago and since then he had become a threat to the prosperity of her people and a personal nuisance to her. 
“WHAT THEN?”

 “The great sea north of your lands. Some say it goes on forever and I’ve a mind to test that without spending months try-
ing to swim it. Of course, you can back out now if you want. But the mountains will stay in that case.”

 She was not a stupid woman, but a rash and overweening one to be sure. Either Sekeriah could do no such thing and was 
jesting –in which case she would simply kill him- or insane –in which case she would kill him more carefully-  or he could indeed 
drink the great sea, in which case she doubtless could simply drink something larger if she really tried- for was she not Hreijibor 
who all feared and admired?. In the former case the duel was irrelevant but she would get her way through force as she had planned 
originally, in the latter she would win and therefore get her way. So reasoning she managed to quash her inner doubts at last, 
“THEN I SHALL DRINK THE GREAT IBOREAN OCEAN! NO MORE STALLING, WE GO NOW!”

 They set out immediately toward her sea-side lands, Sekeriah’s people farewelling him with heavy hearts and wondering 
for the first time if he was up against an opponent he could not best. Hreijibor’s stride was long and her pace punishing, but Seke-
riah was nimble as a mountain goat and tirelessly matched it. He regaled her endlessly with tales of his great deeds of late and the 
many successes of his followers, particularly having drunk the whole of the wide River Kora to parch the villages of the southwest 
to stop them threatening war and quaffing a far-southern lake to quench his thirst after working without end for a week digging a 
canal. By the time they finally reached the edges of her lands, the fields still green but just beginning to show signs of drying out 
without rain, she was quite convinced that he could indeed drink a prodigious amount of water and therefore she could too. She was 
also now resolved to wring his puny, bragging neck when she won to make sure he finally shut up.

 Scarcely an hour after their hundred-mile march began, they were tramping through the damp beaches on the north of her 
lands. “Well I get to start!” Sekeriah splashed into the crashing waves.

 His opponent’s booming voice stopped him, “NO! I GO FIRST, THOSE WERE YOUR OWN TERMS!” She was 
fairly sure they were anyway and there must have been an advantage to going first if this wily one was trying to renege on the deal 
to do it himself. Besides, she had run very fast indeed both to and from his lands and was extremely thirsty. She pushed the man 
aside and splashed out nearly to her mighty shoulders in the water.

 Before he lips touched the sloshing waves, Sekeriah shouted out to her from the beach, “You can still yield now and no 
one will ever know for sure you couldn’t do it!”



 “EVEN IF THIS SEA IS TRULY ENDLESS I WILL DRINK MORE OF IT THAN YOU COULD IN A WEEK!” 
her thunderous growl answered him as she took her first gulp. Had she but turned, the giantess would have seen his victorious grin 
spreading ominously from ear to ear

 The first rush of seawater scorched her mouth and throat. Ye gods, she’d forgotten how salty it was! It had been many long 
centuries since she first drank of the ocean and neither she nor her kin had often repeated that mistake since. Well she was hard and 
tough as a century-old oak, this was nothing to her! She took the next gulp with pride and feigned gusto, swallowing quarts at once. 

 “Rather slow start there don’t you think?”

 Gallons, firkins, barrels! With tremendous grit she did not even stop to breathe for minutes as she drank and drank and 
screened out the growing pain in her mouth and stomach.

 “You’ll have to do better than that! A child could drink more!”

 She took her first breath, the air welcomed in betraying and burning her lips and lungs. Hreijibor stifled a gasp by drinking 
once more, trying to pace herself now. As long as her will was unbending, the ocean would fail before her body!

 After several minutes of eye-rolling and checking the sun, Sekeriah stomped his foot in the sand in exasperation, “You try 
my patience, cousin! Stop playing games and start drinking!”

  She tried not to let his taunting break her steady, agonizing rhythm. Every word was like a spike driven through her skull 
though, for it had begun to ache worse than that time she’d fallen and struck it while taming the first of the great rukhs. Her head 
spun as her nausea grew overwhelming. Surely the water was lower than it had been before!

 From the shore, Sekeriah watched her antics with amusement. This was far more entertaining than it would have been 
to simply kill her when she attacked him and nearly as safe as obliterating her on the horizon with his spear. Others may have 
their doubts over who would truly have won a battle between them -perhaps in some hidden corner of himself where he kept his 
uncertainty so it would never hold him back he did as well. But no matter what, Sekeriah’s ever-growing legend in his own mind 
held quite clearly that he never NEEDED to best such foes through trickery like this. It was just more fun, more challenging. He 
splashed loudly back into the sea himself, “Well if that’s the best you can do you’ve lost already. I’ll drink that much in half a min-
ute and then pull you out before you drown in this little pond of yours.”

 Hreijibor’s vision was growing dim and she now felt her guts might burst before her head. Amazingly, heroically, foolishly 
she drank on, poisoning herself gulp by gulp. She barely remembered now through a heap of muddled thoughts why she was do-
ing this in the first place. All that remained was her unbreakable determination to succeed at whatever this was about. She. Would. 
NOT. LOSE! The giantess now hastened her pace as she heard Sekeriah take his first few noisy drinks, seawater rushed into her 
by the barrel, by the hogshead!  The force of her mighty gulps sucked in small fish and sea life as well as the water. Her enormous 
heart raced until it could burst! But she drank on. Her limbs grew leaden and lifeless! But she drank on. Her headache was like her 
skull being caught again and again between hammer and anvil! But she drank on. Her vision faded to blackness and she could hear 
nothing but the blood racing in her ears! But she drank on. Surely , surely Sekeriah could not drink this much! But she drank on. 
Surely she would win even if she stopped now, but she would forever regard it as her first and only failure regardless. She drank on. 
She was bloated to impossible size, more will and aegir than a million men could muster letting her do the undoable one last time!  
But she drank no more. The mighty body that had served her unfailingly for most of a thousand years through all perils and dangers 
was beaten at last by the cold, unchanging sea.

 Sekeriah’s smile died with her as he swam out to retrieve the waterlogged corpse. They had both loved triumph above all 
other pleasures, but he at least took no joy in another’s defeat. He had been glad to win, had had to win, but it was still a shame this 
feerless heroine he had once called friend and cousin had lost. 

 They say he lifted her in his sinewy arms and bore all that remained of Hreijibor away from that forlorn shore where the 
waves still pounded, heedless. Town by town and farm by farm her cowed followers joined him on a slow, funerary march high up 
above the clouds. And there at the top of that peak, the tallest in his new range, he laid the enormous body where the snows might 
cover it and preserve it evermore.

-Matthew Hartman
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Dirty Duck

There sat a dirty yellow duck

Rubber, old and covered in muck

Alone it sat there for years and years

No longer being the healer of tears

Like its owner, it no longer has any luck

Is there anything sadder than a dirty duck?
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SERIALS
This is the serials section, where all our recurring stories are. What happens in the next chapter? You decide! 

Vote on the outcomes of serials at our website, www.theimaginate.com.
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For Pretty Things

 I don’t like Kip much. He’s full of feelings instead of ideas. But I don’t like Dryden much either, he’s 
kind of like a prettier, full-body version of the hands. And he’s impatient, which is annoying. He grabs my 
wrist.
 “Ash, ignore him. If we don’t leave right now, we’ll miss it,” he insists, tugging. I hear Kip move 
towards him, so I try to pull free quick—too late, Kip’s got his hand nearly crushing Dryden’s shoulder.
 “It’s okay, Kip,” I say unsteadily. It’s hard to sound soothing, but I try to coo like I’m talking to some-
thing not real bright. “Look, let him go—I can handle the city. It’s no big deal.”
 “Those ruins are full of the wrong kinds of people,” he rumbles. He’s trying hard to look impressive, 
staring straight at me—at my lips. I smile.
 “Worse than Dryden?” I ask. Dryden lets out a little curse at the joke, but Kip’s not kidding around. He 
nods and scratches the back of his neck with his free hand. I reach up and put my hand on his other one and 
look at them until I feel his gaze on them too. His hand is huge, maybe twice the size of mine, and very warm. 
I hear his breathing slow down and look up.

“You okay?”
He nods. I pull his hand off Dryden’s shoulder, slowly, and look at Dryden for some kind of hint for 

what to do now. Nope. The idiot’s scowling so hard you’d think he’d just seen his mom going at it with a 
zombie. I shrug and turn back to Kip. “How ‘bout you come with?”

“No!” Dryden exclaims sharply. He glares at me. “He’s not welcome there and he knows it.” He takes 
a deep breath and turns his eyes on Kip. He’s actually kind of freaky right now, wind picking up behind him 
like he told it to, skinny body so full on anger he’s almost bloated. “I’m leaving to catch the train. You, you’re 
not following. Ash, if you’re coming, come now.” He turns and heads off briskly.

I look at Kip and cock my head. He’s frowning at Dryden’s back. “Hey,” I say. “Walk me to the train?”
He doesn’t respond, and I start walking slowly, hoping he’ll start too. He does move along, shuffling, a 

little behind me. “I don’t want you going there unprotected,” he tells me.
I roll my eyes. “So come with. I don’t care what Dryden says.” At this he shakes his head mutely, and I 

stop to glare at him—right in the eyes, scowl on my face. He shifts uncomfortably and looks away.
“I hate that,” he protests quietly.
“That’s why I’m doing it,” I shrug. “You’re being stupid. I don’t want to miss the train. Why won’t 

you come with me?”
We’ve sped up a bit by now, and we’re getting a little further from the house. You can feel the wind 

out here, and the grey world around us is dry. Kip coughs for a few seconds before he answers, “The city’s too 
small for me.”

It’s a strange answer. Everything he says is weird. We keep walking in silence for a little while and I 
say, “I’d really like to go.”

“You shouldn’t,” he sighs, his hulking frame slumping a little. I don’t answer, just keep walking, trying 
to speed up. I don’t want my decision made for me by something as silly as missing a train.

What does Ashlyn do?
a) catch up with Dryden to go explore the city!
b) try to sneak Kip onto the train and check it out with him.
c) listen to Kip and find something to do around here.
d) stop to really think this over. Rushing only does harm.





Adalhard’s Saga
 Falsely accused of murder and on the run, Adalhard stowed away on a ship, the Sea-Foam. However, he was captured by 
the sailors soon after arriving in Rinth on the isle of Gyros. As a fellow northerner, Captain Xenophon understood Adalhard would 
want to repay him for stowing away and so assigned him to guard the ship along with an old, foreign mercenary, Panhsj.
 With the last few people leaving the darkened streets, the docks were quiet save for the slaps of waves. No others of the 
ships rocking at anchor had guards; Panhsj and Adalhard were alone on the long, wooden path. ”I am Adalhard,” he tried to break 
the growing silence, “Of the northern Jutar.”
 Panhsj nodded, his face stern, dark, and impassive as obsidian.  Pier timbers creaked and surf continued to wash onto the 
hidden sands.
 The blonde outlander shifted uncomfortably on his feet; he’d no experience guarding anything and had thought this old sol-
dier would have some suggestions. Not to mention all his ten years here in the great sea had been spent secluded in Kyros’s school, 
so he’d hoped a fellow foreigner might tell him important things to know about the local people and their ways. No such luck, 
Panhsj was a silent silhouette against the stars. “Well, how do you want to go about this?” Adalhard finally asked.
 After another pause came a raspy answer, “Find somewhere else to watch from. Sit. Wait.” Panhsj loosened his sword in 
his scabbard. It was a strange weapon from his desert land; a crescent-shaped blade with a small, straight section closer to the hilt: 
a khopesh. Adalhard had of course trained with them- they learned to use everything on Kyros. In his estimation they were oddly 
more similar to axes than other curved weapons such as the makhairas he favored, and he was not particularly fond of them despite 
their great disarming potential. But Panhsj was regarding him coolly; he stopped examining the sword and turned to walk up the 
gangplank. The rigging would make a fine vantage point.
 Climbing the mast proved more difficult than the sailors made it look, but Adalhard at last managed to scramble up and sit 
on a crosspiece, left arm around the mast itself for support. Settling in to wait, he surveyed Rinth. Huge towns like this were a rarity 
in the north and he found them cramped and the air noxious with the thousand odors of men and beasts. The cold sea breeze from 
behind him at least helped deal with some of that. How many people lived in this heap of flotsam? 3000, he guessed, plus the sprawl 
of outlying farms. A staggering number since this was not considered a large city. But with the moon in the sky and the streets at last 
empty it was nearly as quiet as the countryside; save for a constellation of candles in the dark he could almost be back at Kyros, on 
the rocky beach.
 Those had been good days for all that he had been many months from home and the late master Sedacles had been unkind. 
He’d had a few friends like Eusebios at least and a purpose: becoming the great champion who would someday return and lead his 
tribe to victory and prosperity. Come to think of it, he’d been losing track of that lately. For nearly 10 years it had been foremost in 
his mind, but with all the running for his life he’d stopped thinking about it so often. Well that wouldn’t do; he had to keep his goal 
ever in sight. Maybe someday even these experiences, far though they were from the sagas of proper heroes, could be turned toward 
making him a better warrior.
 What was that? A half-heard sound broke into his reverie. Quiet as an owl, he looked around. No, he saw no one on the 
docks save Panhsj standing with his arms crossed. Wait! A furtive shadow moved in the gloom, but not on the shore! There was 
another man on the ship. He must have emerged from belowdecks. A thief? Or a stowaway much sneakier and more patient than 
himself?
 Whoever it was, he did not see Adalhard and Panhsj did not see him. For several long seconds, the boy pondered. Should 
he make a noise? Or creep up on the man himself? Well he’d first have to get down from the rigging stealthily. He scooched forward 
a few inches. But now he was slowly slipping. He roughly slid another inch or so forward, but controlling the fall with his legs 
dangling took all his strength. Then he saw the moonlight glint on something. A blade. “Panhsj, beware!” He tried to leap down but 
caught his arm and landed in a painful heap. 
 Panhsj whirled, eyes widening as the assailant leaped from deck to dock and rushed him with a xiphos. With instincts 
honed by decades of soldiering, he raised his strange weapon to parry just in time. 
 Adalhard stumbled to his feet as the cloaked figure recovered nimbly and kept up the attack. A thrust at the sword arm, now 
one at the throat. Panhsj fell back rapidly, barely evading death.
 Adalhard clattered down the gangplank and drew his makhaira while Panhsj attempted a classic disarm with the khopesh’s 
hooked back. Adalhard knew the simple trick, but the southerner led into it with practiced wiles. He caught the xiphos, now the 
stranger would try to pull back, at which point-
 No! The stowaway deftly plunged onward as Panhsj twisted his weapon to catch the expected retreat. Though he made 
not a sound, Adalhard saw Panhsj stagger and knew his shoulder was pierced. The assailant kicked his legs out from under him and 
sprang back to face Adalhard. 

The boy began with a hard slash down and left- dodged of course. A step and a right across the knees- blocked. Now pivot 
to present a smaller target and a low feint followed by-

Gods! Adalhard twisted his head out of the way of a counterattack just in time, a sharp pain sparking in his ear. The man 
had not fallen for the feint, indeed he’d ignored it. “That stab almost killed me,” he thought foolishly, finally grasping this was no 
practice duel.

Now off balance, only his speed saved him as each of his defenses was predicted. He was being too formulaic, cleaving too 
closely to the basic but effective techniques he’d learned. Time to improvise.

When the next thrust at his vitals came, Adalhard stepped in closer! A risky maneuver, but now they were nose to nose. 
He brought his sword upward in a clumsy stab, the enemy stepped back smugl-He tripped over Adalhard’s foot, stealthily hooked 
behind him under cover of that distracting attack. Though the man didn’t fall completely, Adalhard swiftly brought the makhaira up 
to his throat. “Drop. Your. Sword,” he got out between labored breaths, while Panhsj stood up behind him. 

The stowaway slowly raised his hands, weapon wobbling as he stared Adalhard in the face. Then he ran. Adalhard was 
caught off guard, but could still have struck a terrible blow if he’d wished. Instead his half-hearted slash came far too late. The man 
fled unharmed. Concerned that he might have compatriots nearby and dizzy, pursuit seemed a poor idea to Adalhard. Instead the boy 
sat down heavily on a crate to catch his breath as the dark cloak disappeared into an alley like a ghost. “Sorry.”

Panhsj grunted, clutching his injured shoulder. “You fought well but you let him escape. Either you are his ally or you have 
no real experience.”

“The latter. I’ve never killed anyone before. And I think he saw that somehow.”



Panhsj nodded with a gruff understanding, “Don’t start. It’s a terrible business at first; you won’t sleep at night and you’ll 
always have to be on guard against people seeking vengeance. But the worst part is it gets easier. I don’t even remember my first 
man. Or my first injury like this one.”

“But my tribe has many enemies; we need warriors to defend and lead us,” Adalhard felt his ear and found it bloody but 
not, as he’d feared from how it hurt, cut very deeply.

The old fighter shrugged, unconvinced. Though he did not speak again during the lengthy watch, they now stayed closer 
together and the silence was a warmer one. At long last the moon set over the sea; Adalhard -somehow bored despite his brush with 
death- had only the pain in his ear to keep him awake and vigilant. He was quite glad when at last their replacements ambled down 
the pier and scarcely remembered what happened between then and waking up in Captain Xenophon’s house.

A young sailor with a winning smile was waiting outside his door, “Well good afternoon, lazybones; you’ve slept through 
half the day! Panhsj told the captain all about your scuffle last night, and he wants to speak to you– the captain that is – so get your-
self cleaned up, you look terrible.”

He did indeed, Adalhard saw himself in the wash basin. Though the cut was not a bad one, it would leave a scar and had 
matted his now scruffily long and unkempt, golden hair to his head. His pale eyes were haggard and his sharp features seemed rather 
grim no matter how he tried to smile.
 But no matter. Washed and awake, he was eventually ushered into Captain Xenophon’s quarters. The proud sailing man 
rose to greet him, “Welcome. I’m glad to see your injury isn’t serious. Should make for a nice story to tell around a campfire some-
day. I imagine by then it’ll have been at least 5 men, but for now I only care about the one. Who was the ruffian and what was he 
doing on my ship?”
 Adalhard had been considering that question himself and so gave a slow but detailed answer, “This was no common 
hoodlum. His skills… he was professionally trained, I am sure of it. Not necessarily on Kyros,” he raised his hand to ward off that 
assumption, “And at the very least I did not recognize him due to the dark and his concealing hood. As for what he was doing, I only 
saw him leaving the ship- presumably from the hold. A stowaway or a thief then, but somehow I am inclined to think the former.” 
 “Agreed, my men think he was a stowaway too. Nothing was missing, but we did find an additional crate had been smug-
gled aboard- it wasn’t listed anywhere in my records. When we broke it open we found someone had been living inside it,” the 
captain leaned forward now, keen interest lighting his eyes as he thought out loud, “Now doesn’t matter how tough, no man could 
live more than a few days in conditions like that. So our stowaway came from Petros- or Dyeus rather,” the captain was thinking fast 
now and anticipated Adalhard’s query, “We were there four days- no, five. Did some repairs, sold the old cargo and loaded the new. 
And we’d come from right here in Rinth, this is the only convenient port near Dyeus afterall.
 Adalhard too was thinking quickly, wondering if the idea now forming in his mind was founded on mere coincidence and 
guesswork. “And while last here your cargo was tampered with how exactly?”
 “Well…,” the captain drummed his fingers, “Can’t say I’m sure. But it didn’t seem like anything was missing then either, 
just some crates moved around. I figured a thief just got spooked and left without taking anything. But maybe… maybe he actually 
brought something aboard. No, it’s outlandish. The planning, the hardships to be endured. And for what? Why not simply buy pas-
sage if one has such resources? Or just stowaway normally. What kind of man would go to such trouble?”
 “The vilest kind, with the darkest purposes in mind. The kind who would kill witnesses to his presence without a second 
thought. Someone without honor who must be seen by no one.”
 “An assassin. And perhaps one with a recognizable face,” the captain breathed, trying not to accept the idea but finding it 
worrisomely possible. Adalhard was reassured that his suspicion was not rejected out of hand. And in a moment Captain Xenophon 
finished the thought, “Your assassin. The one who killed the head trainer or whoever at the school on Kyros. Was he really worth 
such trouble?”
 Adalhard nodded, “He was very great, known even in our homeland. The school taught students and disciplines from all 
over the world; that’s what made it the best. Maybe it’s just coincidence, but this stowaway is the only lead I have. And finding him 
is the only step I can take toward clearing my name and restoring my honor. He might know something at least. So as soon as I’m 
done work-”
 “You’re free to go,” the captain crunched his knuckles and stood, “Maybe you didn’t work for me long, but you bled for me 
and my livelihood. I’m not sure I believe all this yet, but I’m quite eager to talk to our stowaway too. So if you want you’re wel-
come to come with me to Nosos as a passenger- whoever the man is, he’ll probably stay out of sight here in little Rinth now since 
he was nearly caught, but I’d bet he’ll turn up in a big port like that sooner or later. Alternately, you might find him lurking about the 
docks looking for a new way off the island either here or in Atebes. I don’t know how such a man thinks, so pursue him as you think 
best. I’ll support you within reason. With one condition.”
 Adalhard was overwhelmed with gratitude to this captain who’d forgiven him for stowing away and now even was helping 
him to restore his good name. “Anything, Captain Xenophon, you’ve been more than fair.”
 The captain was walking toward his door, ready to call in his next guess though his face showed he was still thinking about 
the tidings this one had brought, “Don’t die. It’s against my better judgment but I’ve taken a liking to you. Were you from any other 
land I’d not let a boy so young meddle in the affairs of rogues and assassins, but you’ve a warrior’s spirit to match many a man 
older and stronger already. Courage and honor won’t be enough though. Keep your wits sharp as your sword.”

How does Adalhard look for the mysterious stowaway?
A) Sail to Nosos on the Sea-Foam and try to catch the mysterious man there?
B) Look for him trying to escape on another ship here in Rinth?
C) Go to Atebes on the far side of the isle in case he’s trying to escape from there instead?
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My dearest reader,

 
 If you have finished reading this publication 
before coming upon this message, then I am afraid 
it is too late. You have already gazed upon the 
bizarre and depraved glossolalia contained within 
this tome, and in doing so, you have surrendered 
your very mind to eldritch horrors from beyond 
time and space, the likes of which no human could 
ever hope to comprehend, let alone defeat. If you 
have begun reading this volume from back to front, 
and have not yet beheld the cacodaemoniacal ram-
blings scribed within these pages, then you have 
likely been touched by the Old Ones already, as only 
madmen begin reading books from the back cover. Re-
gardless of the circumstances under which you 
find yourself reading this message, only madness 
awaits you now. Those touched by the Elder Gods 
may experience fatigue, chills, insomnia, memory loss, 
hallucinations, somnambulism, decreased sex drive 
and horrific visions of monolithic, otherworldly 
beasts, speaking to you in their eldritch tongues 
with their ululating maws and necrophagous suck-
ers. Relief will only come when the mighty C›thulhu 
awakens from his aeons-long slumber in the sunken 
city of R›lyeh and shambles ashore to gorge him-
self upon the souls of all humanity, heralding the 
return of the Great Old Ones. 




